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Crea�ng a new Design System Package 
(DSP) using old tech and old frameworks 
to create a new responsive site.

Design System Package (DSP)



Upda�ng the Main app called Revolu�on. This is an Applica�on that Mortgage advisors use to source mortgages and protec�on for their customers. It also has 

its own FCA approved file checking and fraud team to help the advisor with sourcing products responsibly. 

 

The aim is to create a design system that will be implemented across not only this page but the whole app which will make it responsive "as currently isn't" also 

easier and quicker to see the informa�on needed to create the Opportunity.  

 

In order to do this, I had to understand the technology used and the possibility of who it could be adapted. 

It was currently using a framework called Telerik which was based on ASP.net and VB with 

Ajax's so there is an op�on to add what they called a skin which will give everything a basic 

style and colours across the site which is great the second step is on and a grid structure which 

ill also work on smaller tablets. (we did look at phones however because of the compila�on of 

the informa�on in parts of the app it would have been impossible to create useable exper�se 

with all the informa�on necessary to get the correct quotes. also, some of the 3rd party tech is 

not mobile and needs a desktop.)  

 

It came down to 2 op�ons Googles material framework or Bootstrap. The only difference was 

the development team and I our more familiar with the bootstrap's grid system as well as the 

framework we could u�lise with the skin for the Telerik framework and create a great DSP 

(design system package) which would cover 99% of the app. 

The last 1% was adding a Sass folder package which we would use to target fonts and colours 

etc on top of the skin framework we had installed, and also in future any micro-interac�on and 

transi�on we wanted we could add on top rather than having to hack at the skin we created. 

As this could break something elsewhere on the app.  

 

Now we had some building blocks we could use my aim was to look at pages like this one and 

work out how we could make a more effec�ve user expires without changing the func�on of 

the page too much too quickly. As I know from experience. If you do a "tar dar" moment you 

will get a lot of feedback which would be because of change not func�on. So to avoid this we 

broke it down into relaseable steps.



These are some of the components that I 
have created of the main apps restyle.  
Using bootstrap as a star�ng point as it has a 
great grid structure and so great out the box 
features. Also the framework Teleirk has a skin 
based on there version of bootstrap so I could 
create a compressive component library with 
out too many issues with compa�bility or too 
much added code. 
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Change a few things up and try submi�ng again.
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Change a few things up and try submi�ng again.



This is one of the examples of the new 
components put together in the new 
bootstrap grid structure. 

Opportunity summary



This is showing the how the new filter 
component works on the tables and how we 
can know use an alert system on the tables. 

Library



With this new structure we could make a 
repor�ng tool to help user find informa�on 
about their clients and work out the best 
workflow for them. 

Repor�ng tool



The end result was great there were many challenges but as you can see with some examples of pages. 

The transforma�on was a  million miles be�er than previously. and the site now works faster and more 

up to date with modern standers and is completely mobile which it wasn't before. It was a big project 

which I had to oversee with mutable teams of developers and report the process and challenges to 

stockholders as I went.



Lead management feature tracking cold 
and hot leads through to end process. 

Lead management



One of the growing requests we where ge�ng form are user base was "how can we see the work loads form are users. We would like to be able to allocate 
leads to are consultants be�er then sending �me possible leads via emails and post it notes. It would also be nice to filter any cold leads out to if possible." 
 
I meet with the stack holders to work out any specific on what the use needs. I also asked a developer to look at some stats to see what was currently happing to exis�ng workflows. One of the 

most outstanding one was that the avg number of new protecal incoming leads 1 Advisor was 342. This seemed like a lot when the stack holder what talking about Advisors where processing 30 

to 50 leads a month. digging further we found there where some out lieers that had 1,000 in there incoming leads and this was squeing the data. We there for took this out lyers out and the 

numbers when down considerably to similar numbers the stack holder where talking about.  We had also found out Advisor we're not dele�ng leads when they where completed that was also add 

wrong numbers to are data. 

So we now had some problems to address.  

How do we get the Advisor to close leads when there done. 

What are the out liars doing to have so many in there in-tray. 

how can we filter leads before they get processed. 

If I close a lead by accident we need to be able to recover them. 

If I have a list of protectal it would be nice to be able to upload them somehow.  

how can I see what each advisor is doing in real �me. 



Create lead

Contact details person 1 Terms of business Sourcing products Completed documents for products Close lead or create a scheme ends

Contact details person 2 Fact Find completed

Fact Find completed

Contact details person 1

Contact details person 2

Opportunity

This is the basic view on who a lead is created and completed

The issues is that the business owner would have to log in as the 

advisor to see where each contact is and what has been done. 



Create lead Lead alloca�on board

Deleted board

New lead board Opportunity board

Contact details person 1 possible opportunity

cold leads

fact finding for opportunity workflow now as an opportunity
Contact details person 2

New lead

Indica�ve quote Terms of business 1st contact 1st appointment booking
Sourcing products Completed documents for products Close lead or create a scheme ends

Fact Find completed

Fact Find completed

Contact details person 1

Contact details person 2

Opportunity

We created 4 main boards that the owner could look at and see how many leads/Opportuni�es where at pre-define stages each day.  

 

We broke the workflow down in to 4 main boards. When a new lead is created it will be unallocated in order for it to be dished out according to workload by a nominated user. 

 

From there each advisor has there own board with a view on contact informa�on and will start to see if the lead is worth it or not.  

If so to qualify the lead to an opportunity the advisor will ether send a link to the client portal for the contact to fill in the informa�on them self or the advisor will start a fact find them self.  

 

Once it is an opportunity the workflow is the same as before. 



This is the start of the Jornery  an unallocated 
lead board. When a user adds a lead or is 
referred via the client portal or introductor 
portal. It will end up here. 
 
On the unallocated lead list card there is a 
bulk upload bu�on. This is a great feature to 
help user upload in bulk from an excel spread 
sheet and it will load all this informa�on here.  
The table below is a nested table grid with all 
the sor�ng fields at the top. “Contact, 
introducer, received date, original lender, 
original consultant” and “Amount, Scheme end 
date” to be nested as will not need to be 
filtered. The great op�on of having this nested 
table is that there is room to explained the 
data if needed. If need the user can close the 
lead from here this will delete the lead and 
put it on the deleted lead board for 30days 
(due to GDPR) 

Lead Management index



We know that there would be a number of 
users that have a number of client details in 
excel which they would like to import so we 
give them the op�on to upload in bulk the 
contacts here. We also give them the op�on 
to review the details and do bulk changes to 
columns and rows with in this tool. We also 
give them warnings for any data that was 
incomplete or wrongs such as an email 
address with out an @ or contact with  
out a name. 

Bulk uploading



This is the new lead alloca�on page this is 
showing some dummy data on an user that 
has leads assigned to them. We show the 
most important date in the row head line how 
ever there are collapsed table under the rows 
showing notes and less impor�ng informa�on.  
 
The user can mark leads as priority by pinning 
them which will keep them at the top at all 
�mes. Also there is a transfer op�on to give 
the lead to someone with different expires. A 
close op�on and a view op�on to see the lead 
in more detail.  
 
Either by dragging and dropping the row with 
the lead on to the next �tle running across 
the top or opening the view and clicking the 
checklist to say which �tle they would like the 
lead to move through.  

Allocated leads



If they close a lead that they would like to get 
back they can but going to the close lead 
board. Only if they have permissions.  
 
However due to GDPR rules we have to 
create blank data a�er 30 days would can 
only show Company it was assigned to, reason 
for closure and date of it was closed.  
If the user would like to reopen they can it will 
go back to its last stat to the last user that 
closed it unless told otherwise.

Deleted



This is showing what happens when the user 
clicks on view bu�on on the grid.  
 
There is an ability to add a new contact 
manually on the  top le� ( as many as they 
would like) you can also delete contacts on 
the lead to. under that is the check list 
(milestones) which corollate to the �tles 
across the top to the page on the pervious 
screen.  
 
Next step will by pass all the milestones and 
my the lead an opportunity and then the user 
can start quo�ng products to the user.  
 
There are op�ons to do some quick 
es�ma�ons on products which are bu�on 
alone the top right of the page and also the 
op�on to transfer and close the lead form 
here.  
 
there are some more detail on the lead and 
op�ons to and notes, appointments and add 
and send a Terms of Business.  

Lead summary



The result was that user could now upload and filter out a number of contacts at a �me and also it as a 

director I wanted to see in detail  where some leads where or see how my advisor is ge�ng on with 

there workflow they can. I was great working with a team of developers. We had some issues they using 

agile working we would adjust  the design a flow to work out them quickly. 



Client portal crea�ng a tool for b2c to 
help User collect data faster and simpler

Client portal



Client portal is a tool consultants (financial advisors) can use to gather informa�on from there clients and allow a real �me update to the products or policies the 

client is buying.

So we now had some problems to address.  

Mobile would be a big factors as most user would be doing this in a relaxed se�ng. 

Transfer of sensi�ve documents. 

Real �me updates and status. 



(Email access sent contact email)

(Request for documents / policy tracking)

index  page

Ques�onnaire Document uploading Policy tracking ProfileOther policies

Revolu�on main site Register page



Looking at how the user could register there 
details. Nailing down how the new portal will 
look and also how some of the basic input 
structure would work.

Registra�on



When you user logs in the you get to this 
page. To start with only the contact cards then 
the menu would appear there would be one 
card with basic informa�on encouraging the 
user to start the ques�onnaire.  
 
Then the advisor would use that informa�on 
gathered and accurately quet on policy that 
were right for that contact. Then the user an 
see with 2 tables one with ongoing policy that 
have been quited and the other would show 
any exis�ng policy that contact may have. The 
advisor could then ask for documents such as 
ID or bank statements through the 
no�fica�ons at the top of the screen.

Home



This shows the ques�onnaire layout out 
which the user will need to fill in  in order for 
the advisor to get an accurate quet for them. 
The user can jump steps if they have 
completed the valid informa�on in each 
sec�on. They could do this either by using the 
rail naviga�on at the top or the next bu�ons 
at the bo�om. 

Ques�onnaire



If the user would like to see the status of 
policies they could either by clicking on 
tacking on the menu or view on the home 
page policy table. We had a pill status and 
colour system for the policy so the user 
wouldn’t get confused.  

Policy summary



We world with new tech on this project using MVC which was new to the team. We also had the 

challenges of new members of the team joining the company mid way through the project.  

It is now the number 1 use tool for are advsiors and we have added and updated new feature to it since 

such as the abitly to and there own logo and for them to choose and colours they wish on the site. 



Showing off the history of the school.

School





Showing an example of how the photography 
works on the new style of page. I also created 
the page to show the look and feel for the 
client to see how it would work. 

News



Looking at a way of showing and sor�ng clubs 
and a�er school ac�vi�es. Using the same 
look and feel but showing a large amount of 
data.

Ac�vity 



The client wanted to emphasise there history 
of the school and wanted to make a feature to 
the site about it so on the home page I 
created a CTA to open this horizontal scrolling 
�me line which as you scroll the line goes to 
100% opacity and reveals images of the 
school on different �me periods and some 
summary. 

History



Working on a �ght deadline and having a large amount of pages with meltable links need to be 

structures and organised but contently created and made. 



A new way of booking a table

Red Lion



Looking and how I could use different 
typography on the same page and use 
imagery and small colour swatches to make 
the most impact

Typography and imagery 



Looking at different way you could book a 
table. 

Booking



This is a cocepted design looking at simple minimal ways of created a meaningful design.



Challenged to myself to create a post on 
a 1080px by 1080px every day.

A post a day








